
Newsbite 
News from the APESA: March 2019 

Dear Parents, 

Welcome to the Spring Edition of Newsbite. I sincerely hope you will enjoy the many diverse 
snapshots of life in the Section. 

As we edge nearer to the examination period, I think much of the secret to the coming weeks lies 
in attitude and balance. Of course our students need to work hard revising and preparing, but 
careful scheduling should also aim to leave time for leisure and recuperation. If your children are 
not yet at that stage of their schooling, then spring is a wonderful opportunity to marvel at 
renewal, and reflect, refresh and rejuvenate! 

Thank you for your continuing support. 

Kindest regards,  
Julie Mortimer 
Acting Head of Section, APESA

Dear Parents, 

The APESA Board would like to take the opportunity of this Newsbite to give you an update 
following this month's Spring Meeting. Around 30 parents attended this information sharing event 
on March 18th and the Board welcomed the exchange of ideas with them, in the spirit of openness 
and transparency which we believe is so important to the smooth running of the Section for all. The 
meeting was also a chance to send out a reminder that our school libraries are still short on 
volunteers. A dedicated team of parents already work hard to ensure our children have access to 
English-language libraries across the school, but would welcome help from more parents. Some 
slots in the College library are currently not covered, meaning it has to close at those times. If you 
can help, please let us know and we’ll pass your name on to our library coordinators Katherine 
Choi-Lee (Collège/Lycée) and Marina Tzvetkova and Marie Earp (Primary).  

If you haven’t already done so, we’d also like to encourage you to have your say in the future 
education of your children by answering the short APESA survey sent by email last week. The 
survey covers topics including communication, pedagogy, trips and activities, technology and how 
to become more involved in the Section and will only take about three minutes of your time. The 
deadline is this Friday March 29th, so please follow the link and give us the valuable feedback we 
need to help frame the future direction of the APESA.  
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5R9XMG5  

Many thanks in advance for your participation and wishing you and your children a wonderful 
Spring, both in and outside of school. 

Warm regards on behalf of the Board, 

Lara Bonucci 
APESA President

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5R9XMG5
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5R9XMG5


Project Greenland Conference: 18 March 2019 
By Ms. Weinert, History-Geography teacher 
 
More than 150 students, including 6eme and Seconde 
from the Anglophone Section, took part in this event. The 
objective was to investigate the impact of climate change 
on microbial processes that affect agriculture, release of 
pathogens, discovery of natural products, and of 
antibiotics. The purpose of the conference, including 
preparation and follow-up in class, was to bring together 
scientific researchers (from the Ecole Centrale de Lyon 
and the University of Grenoble), teachers and students to 

understand the links 
b e t w e e n t h e 
scientific and social 
dimensions of these changes and to raise awareness about 
them. Our students learned about the science and the 
scientific process: fieldwork experience, laboratory analysis, 
questioning and interpreting results. Aviaja Lyberth 
HAUPTMANN, professor at the University of Greenland in 
Nuuk, joined us via video conference to answer our questions 
about her research and living / working in Greenland. The 
6emes will produce an infographic on the impact of climate 

change in the Arctic, and the Secondes will produce a scientific report on their research question. 

Première Trip to London: 12 to 15 February 2019 
The Première trip to London has now become an Anglophone Section Institution! Students are able 
to enjoy a variety of activities and visits that reflect the disciplines taught in the section; 
Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre for a literary experience; the Dockland’s museum to learn about urban 
development and the Imperial War Museum to develop their understanding of the two World Wars. 
Students also see a different play every evening - this year they saw ‘True West’, a drama by the 
American playwright Sam Shepherd; a fabulously joyful musical, ‘Everybody’s Talking about Jamie’ 
and ‘A Comedy about a Bank Robbery’. We were, yet again, so lucky with the weather and as well as 
all the cultural things, we enjoyed browsing in shops and markets; trying food from different 
countries and taking photos of famous landmarks.

Some impressions from the students:

« A highlight of the trip would be the musical Jamie »   
« We got to see more than dusty and expensive museums »
« We had great fun shopping in Camden and trying out different street food » 
« Unforgettable experience »   
« Everything was fabulous as it was supervised by great people »
« Although the time spent in London was short, thanks to the great organisation of the trip, we were 
definitely able to make the most of it »
« I got to buy a ton of English food from M & S to bring back home! »



ILYMUN 2019 
17 to 19 January 

Report by Malo Thomassin, ILYMUN Press Officer 

For the seventh consecutive year, students from the Cité Scolaire 
Internationale of Lyon and the International School of Lyon 
collaborated to organise the International Lyon Model United 
Nations (ILYMUN). The conference was held in the prestigious Hôtel de 
Région and brought together more than 450 students from 27 schools 
to deliberate and discuss topics of critical significance: a clear signal of 
our collective desire to create a better future! 

As a proudly student-based organisation, ILYMUN aims to pursue the 
ideal of positive change, and the prospect of improvement across 
wider society. Our theme for this year’s ILYMUN - which  influenced the 
various committees and topics of discussion during the conference - 
was ‘inequalities’. Racial gaps in education, wealth inequalities and the 
immigration crisis: the problems arising from these continue to impede 
our progress towards a united community. 

This year’s ILYMUN aimed to enable students to work towards «  bridging the gaps  » between 
different groups and communities. We wished to widen the possibility of change, by tackling specific 
topics in multiple committees including ‘Empowerment of Women’ and ‘Focus on Children’, both 
recently added to the ILYMUN 2019 edition. At ILYMUN’s International Court of Justice, the main 
topic of dispute was the ethnic persecution of 
the Rohingya people in the Rakhine state: a 
severe oppression that has resulted in the 
displacement of over 700,000 individuals to 
date. Action Assembly also returned, focussing 
on the reduction of inequalities on both local 
and global scales, in collaboration with Non-
Profit Organisations. Furthermore, ILYMUN was 
honoured to welcome several guest speakers, 
who shared their experience and knowledge 
with the many captivated delegates and 
inspired them to take action.  

The various activities and events which took 
place during the three days further added to the conference’s liveliness! Ranging from the silent 
disco to the ILYMUN party on the Friday evening, the delegates had the opportunity to interact and 
socialise. All-in-all, the ILYMUN organising team’s long and careful planning seems to have paid off! 

We encourage you to follow us on our various platforms, to find out more about ILYMUN :  
Facebook: www.facebook.com/internationallyonmun 
YouTube: www.youtube.com/channel/UCFmcIYRifCNmHt9sjoWUDsA 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/_ilymun/  
Press Website: https://medium.com/@ilymun  



News from Secondary  
 

6eme: In the News - The Fall of Rome 
Students have been examining all the different reasons for the fall of the 
Roman Empire. They have considered the Emperor and the choices he 
made that caused his precious city to fall to the Goths. Students then 
turned their facts into a newscast (with a bias) to explore how we retell 
events in a different way. The students used PuppetPals on the iPads to 
create their final newscasts. Check them out on Google Classroom! 

5eme: Students create their own TED Talks 
We could not be prouder of the hard work that the 5ème 
students have put in to their Ted Talks. Students 
explored the power of persuasion by studying Julius 
Caesar, then used what they had learned to prepare a 
talk on a topic of their choice. From cyber-bullying to 
the impact of YouTube on kids, the students grappled 
with difficult topics and even persuaded us to change 
our thinking! We are so impressed with the level of work 
and the thoughtfulness in their presentations. If you 
have a 5ème student please ask them to show you what 
they’ve done, it is impressive!  

4eme: An Inspector Calls 
The 4eme students have been exploring the idea of 
personal responsibility while studying An Inspector Calls 
by JB Priestly. They have looked at the competing ideas 
of the two main characters in the play and analyzed 
what our responsibility to our community is. They also 
worked on creating a whole newspaper, set in 1912. 

6eme « Cold Lands » Snow Trip Report 
In February 6eme students and teachers spent 3 days building igloos, learning about animals and 
plants that live in cold zones and exploring the 
mountains with a local guide! A quick survey of the 
students gave the following feedback:  

My Favorite Thing on the Snow Trip was… 
1. Dog Sledding - 14 votes 
2. Igloo Building / Disco Night - 4 votes each 
3. Show shoe-ing - 3 votes 
4. The food! - 2 votes 

« In the Snow Trip, I liked the activities because I discovered LOADS of new things you can do in 
the snow! » 

Huge thanks to Mr McKain, Ms. Rozé & Ms. Joannes for organizing  and supervising the trip this year!



Snippets from Primary 

CE1 
In CE1, we learned all about Fixed vs Growth Mindset! We explored how our 
brains work and how we learn new things. Now we know that, through hard work 
and perseverance, we can train our brains to improve skills we find difficult. We 
know that making mistakes gives us an opportunity to learn. The CE1s are now 
firm believers in the « Power of Yet »!

CM1 
In CM1 we have a very exciting new project, 
‘The Blue Planet’ inspired by Sir David 
Attenborough. Our students have been 
selecting topics to research and for the end 
product of the unit, they will be creating their 
very own website. 

CM2 
The CM2s have been busy completing their iBooks on the 
Amazon rainforest. This has involved them researching, 
note-taking, writing up notes up into their own words, and 
of course editing - all useful skills for Secondary! They have 
also prepared and given a talk on an animal native to the 
Amazon, and are rounding off the unit with a debate on 
deforestation. Given that we will have both environmental 
scientists and cattle ranchers speaking, the debate looks set 
to get heated! 

CP 
In CP we had a visitor from outer space! When we arrived at school, we discovered 
that a spaceship had crash landed at CSI. We had to search for clues to discover the 
identity of the mysterious creature. We discovered our visitor was called Beegu, and 
she was searching for her family and wanted to go back to her own planet. We all 
wrote a story about Beegu and her exciting visit to our planet. 

CE2 
In CE2 we have been learning about Healthy Living, with particular focus on teeth and a 
healthy diet. We learnt about the importance of oral hygiene and how to stop an ACID 
ATTACK and we had a special visitor to talk to us about « eating a rainbow » and what all 
the food we eat does for our bodies. We then took all this knowledge and, using notes they 
had written themselves, created informative Ebooks using Book Creator. We finished off the 
unit by creating a sandwich fit for a pirate, containing all the food groups we had learnt 
about.



Clubs & Activities  
The Green Club: Green Expo 2019 
By Ms. Haley, History-Geography teacher 

The Green Club was founded by CSI students, Esther 
Chatelain and Jacotte Monroe in 2017. After an in-school 
conference (Project Greenland) on Climate Change and 
sustainability in the Arctic, they realized that the CSI was not 
living up to its full eco-friendly potential. The Green Club 
now counts over a dozen dedicated members, focused on 
sustainability projects around the school. These include a 

recycling system for the 
school, a ‘Green Expo’ to 
highlight sustainabil ity 
issues to the school community and also a ‘Trash Busters’ event to 
pick up litter along the Rhône.  

The ‘Green Expo’ is the latest of the Green Club events. The day-
long event included an artwork exhibition from collège students 
with sculptures created from recycled materials, a display of « eco-
bricks ».The eco-bricks are plastic bottles packed with plastic which 
can be used to make furniture and also visually represent our 
plastic footprint. Other highlights included a film-showing 
(«  Tommorrow  », which consider the environmental challenge 
facing humanity) and an exhibition of photographs. Overall, the 
day was a huge success and is a key stepping stone into raising 
awareness of environmental issues. 

The Humanitarian Society: supporting 
International Women’s Day 8 March 2019 
By Lorraine Brisset & Sarah Cotte (both 3ème) 

On the 9th of March, for our school’s open day, we (Humanitarian 
Society) raised awareness and money for women suffering from 
violence, on the occasion of International Women’s Day (that 
happened the day before, on the 8th of March). We sold crepes, 
waffles, cakes etc. in the name of our cause. By the end of the day, we 
had collected 105 €, which we are going to donate to the FNSF 
(Fédération Nationale Solidarité Femmes). We also made little cards 
with quizzes on them and distributed them during the event. Did you 

know that 35% of women experience physical and/or sexual violence during their lifetime? It is 
so important that women all around the world are able to speak up about the things they’ve unjustly 
endured and that they seek help and justice for themselves, and that we, the Humanitarian Society 
and other groups, help them to do so.  



APESA Libraries 

Upcoming Events: April-June 2019

The Primary Library 

• We need help from volunteers to cover 
books and add barcodes.  Come when it 
suits you! 

• Volunteer librarians needed to help with the 
CM2 session on Tuesdays (15h30 - 16h30), 

• The next library competition will be starting 
after the February break. 

If you are able to help out, please contact 
Marina on marina.tzvetkova@gmail.com or 
Marie on mariedearp@yahoo.com

The Secondary Library 

Did you know that the Anglophone Library is 
managed entirely by volunteers? If your child has 
ever discovered that the Library was closed, it’s 
because we need more volunteers! Volunteering for 
the Library is a window into your child’s unique CSI 
student experience. 
Any availability for 1 hour per week, or as an 
occasional substitute, during school hours would be 
helpful. Please contact Katherine Choi-Lee 
at kkcwam@gmail.com. 

APESA Trips 

Drama Option (2nde) Trip to London 9th to 12th April 
This trip complements the Drama option, which is available to students in Seconde. The students and 
their drama teacher, Ms. Kincade, will visit London for 4 days. The programme for the trip includes 
various museums and galleries, a backstage tour at the National Theatre, as well as a number of plays at 
theaters in London`s famous West End.  

APESA Board Meetings 

Mondays: 8th April, 20th May, 11th June. The APESA Board can be contacted via the APESA Website 
https://csianglo.org/about/board/   

Other Events 

Intersec Book Fair: Thursday 11th (9am-4pm) & Friday 12th April (9am-3pm), the « Street », CSI 
Lyon. Pupils will be given the opportunity to visit the sale during the school day. All parents should note 
that only registered volunteers will be able to buy books at the sale (for security reasons it is not open to 
the public). Donations of books in good condition and appropriate for sale in a school environment can 
be made to M. Fino’s office (primaire) or the bureau des surveillants (collège and lycée).  

If you want to help run the APESA book stall and be able to take part in the sale, you can sign up 
using this Doodle form. https://doodle.com/poll/yw7azskq7arpwx79  

Primary Language Week: Monday May 20th. Author and illustrator M.P.Robertson will be delivering two 
workshops for children: How to Draw a Dragon and Weird & Wonderful Creatures.  

Primary Sports Day: week beginning May 20th (date to be confirmed).  
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